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A Single Kernel of Good News

October opens with a treat as a broad strong rally in the first two trading days drove the stock market up nearly 6%.
But the risks remain as we’ll still have episodic volatility in both the stock and bond markets. The seasonals are very
bullish for November and December, but beware: challenges still await us.
The Hawks Are Circling

Bracing for a Recession

The Fed remains solely focused on inflation. They’re not really paying
attention to or thinking about anything else (like the specter of a
recession). The recent hawkish speeches from multiple Fed
Governors send a clear message: they need to see a series of inflation
gauges showing price declines before they’ll even consider pausing
or ceasing the rate hike cycle.

Last week, KPMG published its 2022 CEO Outlook, which offered
several sobering takeaways. “Over the next year, more than 8 out
of 10 (86%) global CEOs anticipate a recession to hit, with 71%
predicting it will impact company earnings by up to 10%.” This
confirms our expectations that analysts will be taking down their
earnings forecast this season and next year.

We don’t expect those gauges to show a decline for a while. This may
have market participants pointing to other data, but the Fed has
their eye trained on inflation only. This is why we’ve witnessed the
fastest increase of interest rate hikes in history.
Dealing With Stress
The Fed’s aggressive tightening cycle is leading some to be
concerned that “something may soon break.” What we just
witnessed in how the UK just dodged a potential crisis with its
pensions is fueling these concerns. But history has shown that
should a clearing or liquidity problem arise in the U.S., the Fed will
step in to ease any stress by cutting interest rates. So a positive,
supportive response from the Fed could be expected should
something start to break. Yet you never know where cracks come
from. Just ask UK Prime Minister Liz Truss.
When Good News is Bad
Last Friday’s employment report offered nothing positive for the
fight against inflation. The Fed wants (and needs) employment and
wages down. But they’re both trending upward still. Good. But bad.
Oil Slick Ahead
OPEC+ announced an agreement to tighten oil supplies by 2%. This
will put upward pressure on energy prices. We expect WTI crude oil
to move to $100-110 per barrel. This is bad for inflation and will not
dissuade the Fed from continuing its tightening cycle.

Mid-Terms? Meh.
While upcoming mid-term elections add to uncertainty, the runup doesn’t really matter to the markets, let alone the Fed. Once
the elections are decided, the results will be priced into the
markets. Historically, November and December are two of the
strongest months of the year; so, it’s possible the mid-terms will
coincide with a rally. But with the Fed expected to “keep at it” with
rate hikes, an upswing for the holidays is not a foregone
conclusion.
High Energy
The one bright spot in the otherwise cloudy if not gloomy forecast
remains Energy. We see Energy as the best performing sector by
far, as it is still the cheapest, has bullish pricing, and offers
dividends.
Stay with Value, Quality and Dividends. Stay away from high
growth, high PE stocks, particularly in the tech sector. Even the
most promising high growth stocks are likely to stay under
pressure for some time.
It's a Marathon
With October starting with two 90% up days, the bulls are trying
to outrun the bears -- but they’re not winning yet. In order to have
any kind of sustained rally, we need data or an event that would
allow equity market participants to believe that the Fed would
soon pause if not halt its rate hikes and possibly even cut rates.
This Week

Many people may start comparing this environment to the oil
embargo days of 1973-1974, when a stall in oil supply halted the
economy and crashed the equity market. While there are similarities,
it’s not exactly the same. Interest rates and supply cuts are at
extremely different levels.

The second week of October marks the official start of 3Q earnings
season with this week’s focus on the reporting from big banks on
Friday. All eyes will be also on the CPI report on Thursday. Even if it
shows lower pricing, we expect the markets to respond positively,
but that still won’t matter to the Fed with their ‘one-track’ mind
on trying to derail inflation.

However, we must recognize a percolating perfect storm of tight
supplies, a tight Fed, and a looming recession. The water will get
choppy for all asset classes, so expect episodic volatility to rock your
boats if not your world.

But we’ll keep our eyes open on everything that can help you and
your clients prepare for what lies ahead.

Calendar
Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

None Scheduled.

6:00 a.m. NFIB small-business index
11:00 a.m. NY Fed 5-year inflation expectations
Earnings: AZZ, Pinnacle Financial Partners

8:30 a.m. Producer price index
2:00 p.m. FOMC minutes
Earnings: PepsiCo, Duck Creek Technologies

8:30 a.m. Consumer price index
8:30 a.m. Initial, Continuing jobless claims
Earnings: Delta Air Lines, BlackRock, Commercial Metals, Fastenal,
Progressive, Taiwan Semiconductor, Walgreens Boots Alliance

8:30 a.m. Retail sales, Import price index
Earnings: JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, Morgan Stanley, PNC, U.S.
Bancorp, UnitedHealth, Wells Fargo
Source: MarketWatch/Kiplinger's
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